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-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
-=  1. What's New -=
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

Version 1.0 (6/28/00): Here's the first and newly r eformatted version of this 
FAQ for such an old game.

*************************************************** **************************

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
-=  2. Introduction -=
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

Burger Time is a really old action-type game for th e Colecovision, the NES, 
and a few other systems. This FAQ is based on the C olecovision version since 
that's the version of the game I've actually played . In Burger Time, you're a 
chef that must put together burgers consisting of f our pieces: the bottom 
bun, the meat, the lettuce, and the top bun. You mu st climb ladders and walk 
along platforms to lower each piece of the burger t o the bottom plate where 
you'll make a whole burger. However, there will be enemies moving around and 
they can get in your way, so watch out! If you want  to have some fun, or just 
play an old-school game, then you should definitely  try this game sometime.

*************************************************** **************************

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
-=  3. Controls -=
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

Keypad #1: Set Skill Level to 1 for a 1-player game

Keypad #2: Set Skill Level to 2 for a 1-player game

Keypad #3: Set Skill Level to 3 for a 1-player game

Keypad #4: Set Skill Level to 4 for a 1-player game

Keypad #5: Set Skill Level to 1 for a 2-player game

Keypad #6: Set Skill Level to 2 for a 2-player game

Keypad #7: Set Skill Level to 3 for a 2-player game



Keypad #8: Set Skill Level to 4 for a 2-player game

Left Fire Button: Throw pepper at an enemy

Directional Pad: Move up, down, left, or right

*************************************************** **************************

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
-=  4. Overview -=
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

In this simple game, you're a chef who must put tog ether burgers (hence the 
game's title). There are four pieces of each burger : the bottom bun, the 
meat, the lettuce, and the top bun. Each piece is o n a platform above the 
next piece. In order to put the pieces together, yo u must walk completely 
across the entire piece (you can also walk over som e of it at one point, then 
come back and walk over the other side) to make it fall to the platform 
below. If there's another part of the burger on the  platform below, it'll 
knock that part to the floor below it, saving you t hat much extra time!

There are 4 platforms at the bottom of the screen a nd you must drop all the 
pieces of the 4 burgers in each level onto that pla tform. As you may have 
guessed, there are enemies around to make the job t hat much harder, but 
luckily you have a small amount of pepper to throw at them! Also, there are 
bonus goodies that randomly appear on the screen th at you can take to obtain 
extra points or add to your pepper supply.

*************************************************** **************************

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
-=  5. FAQ  -=
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

Q: What is the big difference between the skill lev els?

    A: There are more enemies to deal with througho ut the levels, plus they
       move faster! Also, you don't start out with as many peppers in the
       higher skill levels.

Q: What exactly does the pepper do to the enemies?

    A: It paralyzes them for a limited period of ti me. During that time, you
       can also walk right past the enemy without l osing a life.

Q: How do you score in this game?

    A: You obtain points for nearly anything you do ! You get points for
       dropping a piece of the burgers to another p latform, defeating
       enemies, and picking up bonus goodies.

Q: How do you actually defeat the enemies in this g ame?

    A: The only way that I know of to kill the enem ies is when you drop a
       burger piece to a lower level, hope that the re's an enemy on that
       lower platform! The burger piece will crush the enemy and give you a
       couple hundred points.

*************************************************** **************************

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
-=  6. Copyright Notice -=
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=



This file is Copyright (c)2000-2006 Devin Morgan. A ll rights reserved. Please 
view the following URL to see the list of sites tha t are allowed to post my 
work:

http://www.freewebs.com/dbmfaqs/allowlist.html

This list is comprised of sites I know and trust we ll. If your site is not on 
the aforementioned list, you are currently not allo wed to post any of my 
files on your site. Please respect my work and do n ot steal it or post it 
without my permission. I only want my most recent w ork to be available and I 
do not feel that can be achieved if others take fro m me without my knowledge 
or permission.

If you are writing a FAQ for this game as well, and  would like to use some 
information, credit me for what you use. Please do not rip me off, as that is 
blatant plagiarism and such will not be tolerated.

I no longer accept emails regarding this FAQ. Thank s for reading!
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